


OBJECTIVE 1: INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND EMPLOYMENT

Productivity of land use:
Three types of productivity should be considered in decisions regarding land use. These are 

Economic productivity which relates to the creation of exchangeable value
Social productivity which arises from the interchange of ideas and enthusiasms when people live and 
working in close proximity and results in valuable synergies
Environmental productivity which results from fewer private vehicles, less mileage travelled, greater use 
of electric share cars and public transport, improved air quality and so on.

Society needs land uses that improve the economic, social and environmental productivity of Sydney’s 
labour. This will in turn improve the lives of individuals and the society as a whole. We submit that the two 
sub-zonings proposed will increase all three facets of productivity.  

Multilevel IN2M buildings will multiply the overall productivity of the underlying land. Owning or renting 
an IN2A property will help young couples in particular to harness their creative talents. For example, one
partner could be in full time employment as, say, a teacher, plumber, or police officer while the other 
develops the new enterprise in the IN2 Urban Services unit with one or more employees.

Employment: 
Sydney seems to be moving to an economy where full time permanent jobs are no longer the norm, and most 
workers are on short term contracts, or self-employed, or have a portfolio of jobs. Recent trends show a 
substantial increase in part time jobs, and decrease in full time work. 

Governments need to facilitate opportunities for the self-employed, under-employed, and part timer workers.
Time spent travelling from distant residences to workspaces is wasted, and costly to the whole society. The 
proposed IN2M and IN2A sub-zonings would help people have both a home and a workspace close to 
developed areas with established amenities.

OBJECTIVE 2: MODERNISE IN2 ‘LIGHT INDUSTRIAL’ TERMINOLOGY TO ‘URBAN SERVICES’

Language and descriptions have inhibited thinking about the true scope of industrial uses. IN2 was an 
abbreviation for Industrial Level 2. Because IN2 Light Industrial now has such a diverse range of included 
uses, it is difficult to find an appropriate collective description. It certainly is no longer predominately 
industrial in the primary dictionary sense of ‘a particular branch of trade or manufacture’.

IN2 Light Industrial uses now traverse a wide range of services needed in an urban environment. We submit 
that Urban Services may suffice as a collective description, or perhaps simply IN2 Uses, so that the list may 
be varied as new uses evolve, or unwanted ones fade away. 

The scope of IN2 Urban Services includes not only those listed above, but also artisans (potters, jewellery 
makers, fine furniture woodwork), artists, software developers, architects, graphic artists, digital publishers, 
media, and medical services. The idea is to create mixed communities of energetic, innovative businesses, 
with both traditional and emerging professions and trades. Proximity will produce synergies, as the physical 
and psychological closeness between neighbouring businesses give the whole locality a certain frisson.
Moving upmarket, there would be scope for a WeWorks collaborative workplace with co-working office 
spaces, and a start-up hothouse. Ideally it would include green planning and smart restaurants/coffee shops 
to create the sense of community.

OBJECTIVE 3: MULTIPLE SUB-ZONINGS OF IN2 URBAN SERVICES LAND.

Flexibility is needed in having different sub-zonings of IN2 Urban Services land depending on the land uses, 
amenities and transport options in the vicinity. We note the Victorian Government example of sub-zonings.

We propose two such sub-zonings enabling people to live near their job - IN2M for multilevel Urban 
Services buildings, and IN2A providing accommodation on the same land as the workplace.

OBJECTIVE 4: CREATE SUB-ZONING IN2M FOR MULTI-LEVEL URBAN SERVICES BUILDINGS

Just as more multilevel apartments are required to increase the number of residences in an area, multilevel 
workplaces are needed to provide urban services employment nearby. The multilevel commercial office is 






